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DATA IS KING: HOW ANALYTICS
BRING INTELLIGENCE TO HOSPITALS

ABSTRACT
Over the past few years, we have witnessed a shift in the healthcare supply chain industry regarding the importance placed on data – not only
for cutting costs and boosting revenue, but also for increasing efficiency and clinician satisfaction, and improving patient care and safety. It is
widely known that data is essential for effectively managing clinical inventories and ensuring that the supply chain works properly, but it has
traditionally either been unavailable, unreliable or inaccurate – particularly within the procedural environments at hospitals (Perioperative/OR,
Cath/EP, Interventional Radiology, Endoscopy/GI).
Accurate, accessible and dependable data is needed for both day-to-day inventory operations (e.g., reordering, product availability, expiration
tracking, recall management) and more strategic decision-making (e.g., forecasting supply needs, standardizing product usage based on
best outcomes and value, optimizing supplier-partner relationships with consolidation and consignment programs).
This White Paper offers practical and proven methods for capturing, analyzing and utilizing this data in order to gain control of and optimize
clinical inventories at hospitals. With these methods, users have critical operational data at their fingertips, such as how many days of onhand inventory they have, what their burn rate is, and how much safety stock is needed, as well as which specific supplies they need to
reorder, etc. Users also gain access to data critical for longer-term planning and risk mitigation, which enables them to see what they can
cut from purchasing if they need to redirect dollars elsewhere, and to forecast resource needs based on anticipated procedure volumes.
This data also enables them to track recalled products to patients instantly, ensure the availability of desired products, and prevent expired
products from being placed in patients.
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VUEMED’s Data Generating Ecosystem in a Nutshell
Our ecosystem of solutions, built upon our foundational technology

Cloud, where information is reported in aggregate by SKU and by

platform VueTrack™, tracks products from their point of delivery at

location (at the IDN or hospital level, and location within the hospital,

the facility to the point of care, using RAIN RFID (GS1 UHF Gen2)

such as department, floor or room).

and barcode scanning technology. The complete lifecycle of each
SKU is documented and reported in real time, and a perpetual

This data can easily be shared between hospital departments,

inventory status is maintained for each item tracked, down to its lot/

among hospital personnel (clinicians, materials management, supply

serial number and expiration date. Our solutions capture swiftly and

chain, risk management, etc.), between the hospital and its IDN, and

accurately all Unique Device Identification (UDI) and other relevant

between hospitals and suppliers. Hospital and department-specific

data, and transmit key information to the appropriate hospital

data for each SKU, such as price, par levels, consignment status,

systems. All inventory transactions captured by our solutions are

item number and billing code, are maintained and accessible in the

recorded and analyzed securely and in real time in the VUEMED

Cloud.

VUEMED’s real-time, web-based reports give users immediate access to important data, such as stagnating items, par level
adjustment recommendations, expiration tracking, recalled items, items in need of reordering, and physician utilization, to name
just a few.

VUEMED Reporting
VueTrack User

VueSync
*VueSync is VUEMED’s Cloud Database
VUEMED Analytics

Data Flow Process
3

Products are documented through one of VUEMED’s data capture applications and synced to VUEMED’s Cloud server.

3

The data is housed in an Azure SQL database which contains tables and views that can be accessed by various data analytics
and reporting services.

3

Queries are made against the database using data analytics tools such as Tableau.

3

The data stays up-to-date, allowing users to come back to analytics reports quarterly, monthly, or even daily to see how trends
progress over time.

VUEMED has the advantage of a closed data generating and sharing system, which captures the data, manages it, reports on it,
and analyzes it.
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Data Capture
Products are documented through one of VUEMED’s data capture

to the point of care. RAIN RFID uses Ultra High Frequency (UHF)

applications, either using a manufacturer barcode (VueTrack) or an

passive Gen 2 RFID tags and readers that are compliant with global

RFID tag (VueTrack-RF™), for any desired inventory transactions,

standards (GS1 EPC) and the FDA’s UDI regulation. It continuously

including at the point of care. These transactions are then synced to

and automatically tracks the movement and location of supplies in

VUEMED’s Azure SQL Cloud server. Products can then be added or

real time and with 99.5% accuracy – without the need for human

subtracted from the inventory in the Cloud, and inventory and case

intervention. Data capture is hands-free and cabinet-free. With the

information is housed in the Cloud, available for reports to guide

use of strategically placed zonal and steerable antennas in the ceiling,

actions, such as reordering.

RAIN RFID turns any space – whether a supply room, procedure room
or warehouse – into a fully controlled inventory space using existing

RAIN RFID technology (VueTrack-RF) is particularly effective at

shelving and storage systems. For hospitals that are not yet ready to

capturing UDI data because it completely automates the tracking of

implement a RAIN RFID solution, barcode scanning solutions are an

medical devices and supplies from the point of entry all the way

excellent alternative.

Data Management
Once the data is captured using barcode scanning or RFID, it is

VueSync is synced to a user’s computer, the data captured by each

matched against our proprietary universal item master catalog

computer is synced to VUEMED’s Cloud server, and inventory and case

in the Cloud (VueSync™), which powers all of our data capture

information is housed in the Cloud, available for reports. The Cloud

applications. This database contains all of the hospital-specific item

reporting application enables admin users to manage item attributes

attributes (e.g., item number, price, consignment) and serves as the

(such as consigned, critical, etc.), edit inventory transactions data,

main source of product identity with both DI and PI data incorporated.

and control multiple data capture requirements (such as specifying

Device identifier (DI) is a mandatory, fixed portion of a UDI that

whether a RFID tag is required). Through the interfaces with the

identifies the labeler and the specific version or model of a device.

ERP system, the Cloud reporting application maintains relevant

Production identifier (PI) is a conditional, variable portion of a UDI that

item master updates, and supports automated requisitions and

identifies such information as lot or batch number, serial number and

replenishment processes. The Cloud application also supports any

expiration date.

relevant interfaces with clinical documentation and billing systems to
enable accurate patient records and full charge capture.
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Data Reporting
The intrinsic advantage of the Cloud lies in its ability to store,

•

Clinical Usage Analysis: Case summary & details, physician
comparisons

compute, analyze and report tremendous amounts of data with easy
user access, and to help turn data into actionable information. A

•

Orders: Creating and managing requisitions & receipts

variety of thematic reports with real-time data are instantly available

•

Transactions: Add, remove, transfer, consume

through the Cloud, which empower users by giving them full visibility

•

Item Data Management: Par levels, pricing, consignment,
critical item designation

of their inventory.
Here are some examples of the types of reports that users can run:
•

Inventory Review: On-hand inventory, consumed inventory

•

SKU Status: Under par, expiring, unused, new items

•

Cross department and cross facility comparisons

•

Advanced reports, such as trend forecasting, are available
through Tableau

Data Analytics
The analytics step is where the power and capability of the data

purchased inventory – provide hospitals with the data visibility needed

are on full display, and where the real change happens. Smart Key

to guide and achieve inventory optimization as well as alignment

Performance Indicators (KPIs) – such as those tracking expiring or

with clinical needs, while also preventing waste and unnecessary

expired inventory, stagnating or unused items, and consumed vs.

spending.

Below are suggested KPIs for monitoring cost management and inventory performance: These metrics are especially effective
when viewed for each clinical department, in the context of each department’s clinical, operational and budgetary needs and
objectives.
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The graph below shows how a department implemented the metric of total on-hand inventory vs. added and consumed values
in order to reduce its supply spend by working through existing available inventory to support its clinical needs:
Owned Total On-Hand vs. Added and Consumed Values (Jan 20 - May 21)

Using the same metric, the graph below illustrates how a department demonstrated clear alignment of purchases with consumption,
while investing in building an additional clinical service line:
Owned Total On-Hand vs. Added and Consumed Values (Apr 18 - Apr 19)
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The following graph shows the metric of total value expiring within 90 days vs. total value of items expired and removed. This
KPI illustrates how the management of items at risk of expiration, as well as a review of those that have expired each month, are
expressed by their total value in dollars and are key to alerting users about what is at stake in order to prevent unnecessary waste:
Owned Expiring 90 Days Total Value vs. Removed Expired Total Value Last 17 Months
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And other metrics show the importance of reporting and reviewing items opened and wasted during clinical procedures:
Owned Consumed Wasted SKUs, Units, and Values Past 14 Months

These types of waste amount to significant dollars on any given month, and are sometimes driven by just a few items. Often,
they are preventable by just making small changes in clinical workflows and protocols.
It can also be informative to examine trends in similar departments across several facilities – to understand the outliers and
find opportunities for standardization of items or processes.
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Here is a graph examining the consumed wasted metric for a couple of departments on different campuses which perform the
same types of procedures:
Consumed Wasted Total Values Owned Across Facilities for a Department Last 12 Months
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And here is a review of unused inventory trends across multiple facilities and similar departments:
Unused Total Value Owned Across Facilities and their Departments Last 12 Months
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Using Data Analytics to Achieve Supply Forecasting
The availability of accurate consumption and inventory data gives

order lead times, and EOQ (ordering costs and inventory holding

users the ability to be more proactive about anticipating and

costs) when available.

managing their supply resources. There are two ways that VUEMED
2) Procedure-Based Demand Planning Model: uses scheduled

approaches forecasting:

or anticipated types of cases and the associated supplies and
1) Consumption and Minimum Par Level Forecasting Model: Uses

implants that would be required for each type of case, based on prior

past consumption history to forecast minimum par level requirements

consumption history.

going forward, while taking into account each item’s usage history,
Consumption Forecasting (Mar 21 - Dec 21)
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Below is an example of a specific case: Ablation-RFA and the anticipated % likelihood that each of the below items will be needed,
based on the previous two years of usage history of supplies usage for this type of procedure.
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Conclusion
Accurate, reliable and automated data capture – from point of entry in the facility to point of care in a patient procedure – is, without a doubt,
the most essential piece of the healthcare supply chain data puzzle. Such data not only enables hospitals to control and optimize their clinical
inventory, but also feeds KPI programs that monitor performance, measure savings, and guide improvement opportunities.
Information truly IS power – the power to analyze and decide, the power to make changes and adapt, the power to succeed and excel.

About VUEMED
VUEMED is a SaaS and Cloud-based healthcare IT company that solves acute inventory management, supply chain and product utilization
documentation problems in hospitals with its suite of advanced UDI-compliant RAIN RFID, mobile and barcode scanning solutions. VUEMED’s
vision is to transform the healthcare supply chain into a value chain, with tools that promote greater transparency and provide more
comprehensive and accurate data to improve efficiency, savings and revenue capture, enhance patient safety and care quality, and guide
better decision-making.
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